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Hello!  

Self talk, or self suggestion is a favourite subject of mine not least 
because it’s got me into, and out of, crap loads of trouble over the 
years.  

And if it works for me then obviously it can 
work for you! 

I’m a coal miner’s son from Staffordshire, and was born 
with Charcott Marie Tooth syndrome. A peripheral 
neuropathy that makes walking more and more difficult as 
you get older. At nineteen I was told after a whole year of 
corrective surgery, that I’d never do a standing up job again.  

Thanks to self suggestion that isn’t what happened; and the next few decades included 
a few years walking the wards orthopaedic nursing, which was followed by ‘Walking 
the Boards’, as a stage hypnotist, trainer and speaker.  

Then at the age of 48 I died, well my heart stopped twice, which resulted in a 
quadruple bypass and nearly dying from a secondary infection. But it was while my 
body fought to stay here that I talked myself into my eclectic approach to personal 
development crafting a fast, fun and effective collection of techniques that just work.  

I developed my #SubSkills subconscious coaching because I'm passionate about 
empowering professional people, enhancing your talent and performance; helping you 
give and get results with yourself, your customers and your clients, your family and 
friends - hypnotically and powerfully. 

I do now use a wheel-chair to get around faster. It doesn’t stop me enjoying this 
fabulous life which just continues to get better by the day.  

You can change your mind and if you change your mind you can change your life.  

And if you  change your life…. 

You can live happily ever after.  
(At least till you die) 

Thanks for being interested and interesting, and how ever you  decide we should fit 
together, I’m really looking forward to joining you on your journey. 

 



Are you hypnotised?  

The answer isn’t as obvious as it looks  

You’d know for sure you were hypnotised if you were 

walking around scratching at the floor clucking….. 
wouldn’t you? 

You’d be certain if you caught yourself eating onions 
thinking they were apples. And it goes without saying 
that you have got to be zapped if you start impersonating 
Elvis at the drop of a few bars of Blue Suede Shoes. 

Yet…what if you were so bad with stammering that 
quacking like a duck would be more understandable?  



What if you believed that the tiny eight legged arachnid 
trying to find somewhere to hide was launching a full 

blown assault on you?  

What if riding above the clouds in the safest form of 
transport ever devised by man was a nightmare?  

What if you were in reverse Midas mode and everything 
you touched turned to dust not gold? 

What If  you were successful and wealthy and still felt 
unfulfilled? 

What if your watch and your keys were constantly 
moved by the phone and key poltergeist so you could 
never find them quickly when you’re in a hurry? 

Well those things aren’t the result of hypnosis are they? 

Are they? 

Well let’s have a look at what we think hypnosis could be 
and how it works, and then make your mind up. 



The fact is that everyone is mostly hypnotised or reacting 

to the results of a sort of natural hypnosis most of the 
time.  

That is we are all reacting to suggestions that have been 
implanted in our subconscious mind by someone or 
something else at a time when our subconscious mind 
was most suggestible.  

And that is all hypnosis is…  

Fact is Hypnosis happens to us all the time.  

Maybe not the swinging watch stuck to the floor type 
hypnosis.  

Maybe not the goatee bearded leather couch type of 

hypnosis.  

It happens without a swinging watch but it’s hypnosis 
just the same.  



The closest we get to Hypnosis happening naturally is 
when we are in a state where logic goes flying through 

the window. Those times when afterwards you find 
yourself thinking,  
“Why did I say that?” and, “What the hell was I thinking 
of?” 



Such times are usually emotive, when you are….  
scared angry or overwhelmed by a stressful task. 

Hypnotic processing happens when we are most 
emotionally vulnerable.  

We are most naturally open to such 
programming hypnotically when we are 
children, until our conscious, logical 
brain, is mature.  

These are times when our mind is in 
control of things as opposed to our brain. When the 
imagination takes over from logic and our inner mind 

can be influenced directly. 

These are the times when inappropriate patterns are 
formed such as phobias and inappropriate habits and 
beliefs. It’s also the time when we learn most and do that 
comparatively easily. 

Hypnosis to get rid of stuff we don’t want works the same 

way as a phobia is formed, or any habitual way of 

thinking or a belief is put in there by experience or by 

someone directly, or indirectly installing it. 



 

HYPNOSIS performed by a Hypnotist is 
direct communication with the illogical 
subconscious or Mind, the seat of our 

desires, dreams, imagination, emotions.



Everyone uses Hypnosis and Everyone becomes 
a Hypnotic subject at some time in their life 
even if they can’t do trance or imagine being 

stuck to a wall. 

Parents, peers, siblings, teachers, bosses, friends, 

partners, all suggest stuff that become our belief 
patterns, either by… 

✽direct communication when the psyche is dominant 
and in a receptive state or condition   

✽repetition when the psyche is bombarded by the same 
thing happening over and over again  

But what makes it hypnotic is that these things happen 
when the critical, logical conscious brain isn’t in charge 
and events are delivering suggestion directly to the 
responsive and suggestible mind.  

Everyone learns using this process. Everyone teaches 
using this process. 

Sure some people have developed their expertise and 
enhanced their understanding of such communication 



skills to a point where they can 
deliberately and systematically use 

suggestions to produce specific effects in 
other human beings.  

These people we know as Hypnotists and 
most of those are fairly safe. 

It’s the one’s we don’t know of and who don’t know 
what they are capable of themselves that we have to 

worry about.  



What to do about it?  

Okay. So you are, or at least have been, sort of 

hypnotised.  

Now what do you do about it?  

Well if you have a belief and behavioural pattern that 
helps you achieve goals, is productive and does no harm 
to you or others - leave it. Enjoy.  

It’s the rotten apple stuff you need to 
remove or re-programme or adjust or 
heal or any other phrase that means 
change to you. And although that 
always seems hardest when you are 

just deciding to give it a go……..it really is easy.  

(I go into greater detail in using imaginative and creative 
self suggestion with symbolism in my book “Don’t Look 
In His Eyes - how to be an original confident hypnotist”, 
and on my blog and on my Subconscious Skills 
programme; but for this small offering we’ll concentrate 
on the basics and KISS (Keep It Simple and 

Subconscious.) 



What we are going to do requires no trance or 

relaxation, which is good because more often than not 
when you need this you’re not in a position to close your 
eyes and have a lie down. TRANCE has nothing to do 
with hypnosis really anyway; all we are doing is using 
the same process that you’ve used to keep all those 
limiting and destructive ideas in place all this time 

without being in trance - just do it in reverse.  



To do this we’ll use what some people call self hypnosis, 
but we’ll make life easier, drop the trance bit and just call 

it  Self Suggestion. 

Self suggestion is very important in our lives; so 
important it’s vital.  

And that’s bad.  

Unless we had a really positive upbringing with loads 
and loads of amazingly good and productively positive 

suggestions poured into us, most of the suggestions we 
give ourselves are simply confirmation of unwanted 
behaviour or beliefs and sadly are usually NOT a 
replacement or adjustment of these.  

 
 We give ourselves suggestions constantly and 

everyone is extremely good at this.  



……”I don't know why I bother. I'm 
crap at this!"  
is a prime example of the suggestions 
that most people give themselves all of 

the time. Others are;  
“I have a terrible memory for names.”  
“Doesn’t matter how hard I try this 

never works.”  

If you listen to yourself you’ll hear those, and 
much worse, tens of times a day.  

We don’t usually notice this because the world is full of 
mental and physical noise, so much so that you have 
learnt to turn off rather than turn on to what you hear.  

This inattention is great if you are a hypnotist who uses 
conversational hypnosis techniques and you want to turn 

off, but it’s not good otherwise.  

Especially as the person we listen to least is….. 

 ourselves! 

“When the mind is thinking it is talking to itself.” 
Plato  



How often do you think you talk to yourself?  

70 times a day? 100? 100,000?  

Actually you talk to yourself so much there aren’t 
actually any individual bits we can count.  

You and I are both doing it now.  

I’m thinking, and therefore telling myself what to write, I 
‘hear’ my voice, and you are ‘reading’ this to yourself 
and sort of hearing your ‘Internal Voice’ saying the 
words as well.  

And we are not alone! If you really pay attention for a 
moment you’ll notice your rationalising voice, your 
bodily functions voice, your last conversation I had 

voice, and so on…………. It’s a real party in there.  



Just imagine what could happen if all of them  
were on your side for a change?  



This internal conversation goes on constantly and with 
huge effect. With as much effect as a Hypnotist can have 

even if it’s not as fast.  

I can’t stress how crucial this is.  
 

You must listen to your inner voice but… 
what you say out loud to others about 

yourself is way more important.  

NEVER let your inner voice tell you to do or 
say ANYTHING out loud about you that is 

harmful, hurtful or in any way unproductive.  

Tell it to shut the feck up if you have to, or 
better still, train it to talk nice.



Self suggestion is about talking to yourself deliberately 
and when you need it most.  

Now what I’m about to tell you is something we all sort 
of know but think we can’t do or worse… 

We think it won’t work because it’s just too easy. Even 
though ALL the research and evidence done 
psychologically and neurologically over the last 100 or 
so years proves one thing… 

This stuff works!  



ANYTIME and EVERY TIME you say or think 

anything bad about you, you should immediately 
correct it, out loud.  

If you say, "I have a bad memory." Smile or chuckle and 
think of something silly and say, "Actually I have a 

fabulous memory". And go on with the conversation.  

Use laughter here because then you are emulating that 
emotional state where your inner mind naturally 
becomes dominant, and you’re producing in your brain 
an enzyme called Dopamine which is a neurotransmitter 
which helps your brain actually change connections. 

Hypnotically our intellectual conscious doesn’t 

understand humour so gives over control to your 
subconscious. Just as it does when someone or thing is 
making you feel frightened or angry, remember this is 

like natural hypnosis, not trance or sleep or staring at a 

spot on the wall.  

Laughter is great, so make 
yourself do it.  
If you can’t get a giggle deliberately 



don’t worry.  

Say your reversal of the bad suggestion out loud to the 
same person. You’ll feel silly anyway and your logical 
brain can’t handle that so it gives over control to your 
emotive mind, that’s why you blush even when you don’t 
want to.  

Do Not worry about what the other person thinks, just 
see this as an opportunity to programme yourself to be 
better.  

And what ever you do, say what you need to aloud 
and right away. This is also an ideal opportunity to help 

the person or people you’re with, if they  
ask why you’re doing this… 

Tell Them  
Chances are they’re using unproductive 

self talk anyway 

If you then turn this into a game with your 
Team, at a Networking breakfast or lunch; 
or with friends and family, it’s like mass 

hypnosis  - you’re all doing it.



Your inner mind is emotive, and so when you talk to it 

make your words emotive too.  

Use BIG words when you are talking to yourself, words 
like:  

FABULOUS - AMAZING - WONDERFUL 

Say them out loud to yourself and about yourself now!  

Notice how it produces a feel good mood even if your 
very sensible all grown up voice is telling you that it’s 
shi…** Ermm, silly.  

Catching yourself saying something unproductive 
without deliberation is the best favour you can do for you 
providing you put it right immediately, don’t wait. 

"Self-suggestion makes you master of yourself." 

W. Clement Stone



Okay. So we can repair, but, can we also create 
something that isn’t there and confirm the stuff that 

should be part of us? The short answer to that is of 
course . . . 

Yes.  

To do this we use the above process of speaking aloud to 
ourselves and we combine that with deliberate routine 
and ritual, mixed with a technique which, once you’ve 
got it in place, will do a lot of suggestive work for you 

without any effort.  

In the early 1900’s Émile Coué a 
French psychologist coined the 
phrase that even made it into a 
John Lennon song,  
‘Every day, in every way, I am 

getting better and better.’  

To make this suggestion work he 

suggests that you repeat the thing ten times in the 
morning on waking up and ten at night just before you 
drop off to sleep.  



This use of habitual ritual has sadly 
been pushed aside by much more 

complicated and scientifically based 
audio recordings, goggles that flash 
lights at you, delta-alpha wave 
producing bi neural beat machines and 
all sorts of intellectual scientific 
claptrap and rubbish. Including some 
pseudo-hypnosis psycho-trickcyclery.  



It doesn’t take a huge leap of imagination and intellect to 
figure out that if giving yourself bad suggestions can 

keep you where you don’t want to be then giving 
yourself good ones can get you to the good place.  

Likewise if the bad suggestions work for a lifetime by 
just talking to yourself or being talked at then the good 
ones might just work without the paraphernalia as well.  
 

If it doesn’t need MI5 

interrogation to put the thing in, 
then it won’t need that to get it 
out again. 

You don’t need anything, 
including trance for this to 
work.  

You can do it anywhere and time. The 

suggestions don’t have to be clever.  
Just productive and believable.  



There are one or two common mistakes that have led to 
this style of auto suggestion not working and so 

becoming discarded, so let’s avoid the following.  

Flooding your brain.  
Obviously the more you practice the better you get, then 
the less you’ll feel you need to do, to do more. But, work 
on one thing at a time, and give yourself time to 
appreciate the effects. 

Giving yourself unbelievable and impossible 
suggestions. 

Now I really belong to the school of thought that you can 

have and be just about anything you desire if that’s 
realistic, However some of your goals should be 

remarkable and fantastic even though you will never 
get there. That’s fun, and fun is vital. 



However even with quantum wotsists abounding this 

universe has laws and that means it has limits. You can’t 

levitate. Oh no you can’t! 

To prove this stand up and lift one foot off the floor, now 

lift the other up at the same time….. 

Now as you get up off the floor ponder the limits of 
gravity.  

If you want to change sex, (although you can change 

what you believe you are and the way you act 

accordingly), you are going to have to mechanically 

and surgically have your body engineered.  

Nothing is going to drop off or grow that wasn’t there 

when you dropped in on the world….. Other obvious 
things spring to mind such as the fact that you can’t fly, 

live under water or in space unaided and you can’t 
grow the odd extra arm or eye no matter how useful that 
would be and no, stem cells don’t do that. 



In saying all that obviously you can be 
successful, wealthy, happy and 

probably more healthy than you are 
now.  

You can be more popular, be better at 

relationships and free of the emotional 

limits you have gathered.  
 

In fact if another human being like you has or could achieve 
something, then you can, and more, if you 

 use your Subconscious Skills



Giving up when the things appear to be taking too 
long.  

According to Jack Canfield, tests Nasa conducted with 
its astronauts discovered that the optimum time for the 
brain to turn a routine into a belief was around thirty 

days. Now that’s regardless of how many times the 

routine was performed daily or who was doing it.  

So stick with it, don’t give up too soon.  

I have known six weeks to go past and then WHAM, 

you suddenly realise that you are behaving differently or 
noticing MORE opportunities for you and have a lot 

more of everything than you did before.  

I have also seen it happen in six days, of course if you 
want extremely rapid change, you impatient thing you, 
then go see a hypnotist - but, on your own you are 
going to have to be tenacious. 

Oaky, even if we can’t make this work faster, we can 
make it work easier. 



Using the principle of how you learned to walk - taking 
repeated steps until your muscles had their memory 

installed - and we do  this…. 

By repeating that rhyme or song until the words got stuck 
in there. 

By watching your favourite film so many times you can 
do every scene without ever having read the script or 
deliberately studied and memorised anything. 

By reminiscing the memory of an event, good or bad, to 

the point that when a similar thing occurs you run a 
pattern of belief or behaviour regardless of being 
consciously aware of it. 



 Here’s what has been called power self 
suggestion.  

But it’s what I call the  
Rapid Repetition Routine 

There’s a game most, if not all, kids do as they are 
learning language.  

Take the Couéism, ‘getting better and better’. Shorten 

that down to a single word, in this case ‘better’ is 
probably the best keyword.  

Say ‘better’ out loud to yourself and repeat it so fast 

and so often it stops making sense.  

You’ll sound, and maybe feel, a little demented doing 
this so pick somewhere you won’t get arrested in, or 
thrown out of.  
 
If that’s not possible put on a look of distracted 
otherworldliness, shove in a couple of earphone buds 

and, ‘sing’ it under your breath. Who’ll know?  



Do this for a minute.  

This works to get the thing into your 
imaginative mind like a steam 

train….. 

Repeat your keyword rapidly until the 
same thing happens that happens when 
kids are using repetition to subconsciously learn. Keep 
doing it until the brain stops listening and doing the 
work. Do it until the logic runs out and until the word 
just become the sounds your making. 

Once the word stops making sense to your 

intellectual brain gives up and gives control to 

your subconscious. Once your Mind, your 

subconscious is saying your keyword then it’s 

just like your other self suggestions - autonomic, 
without thought and likewise extremely 

effective.  



 
Finally use the advertisers skill of symbolising stuff you 

want and putting it everywhere. 
  
The “Law” of attraction recommends a pin board with 
pictures of your goals all over it.  

That’s great and works but lacks the element of repetition 

and surprise which advertisers use so well.  

It will even get to the point where just 
thinking about your keyword will run the 

whole routine automatically. Then you really 
are firing on all cylinders.



I suggest that you place pictures and snippets of 

motivating writing, the lifestyle you want, the results of 
your team performing better… in your:  

❉ Sock and knife draw.  
❉ On the back of your sun visor.  
❉ In your purse or wallet.  
❉ On your phone wallpaper.  
❉ On the wall under your jacket.  

Everywhere.  

Then just like with the adverts you’ll be thinking about 

the things you want without realising it. This will then 
affect your choices, your beliefs and your behaviours 
positively and with ease. 
  
Doing this you’re utilising the fact that although your 

conscious may not even see these things your powerful 
imagination is seeing them all the time and it will act 

on them. “Thoughts become things.” Mike Dooley  



 

Yes - and it can get better.  

Here I’m going to fine tune your suggestion skills and 

really make them work for you.  

As with all things there is a little known trick, or secret if 
you like, that makes the way something is done by a 

professional look easy and give better results.  

The trick with suggestions is NOT to focus on the 
opposite of what you don’t want, but to completely 

focus on the things you do want.  

It would be wonderful now if I 

could jump inside your head 

and tell you exactly what to 

suggest for your particular 

problems and desires. 

So all I have to do to resolve all those life 
limiting issues I have hanging around, and to put 

in place self propelling success drives… all I 
have to do is say the opposite of what I don’t 

want to be saying?



Sadly it’s impossible for me to use a report like this to 
explain all the possibilities but I can give you some 

examples of the sort of suggestion you should be using 
for the most common things I get asked about.  
The trick is an easy one to learn and you’ll soon get the 
hang of this new way of thinking.  

Bad. 
“Doesn’t matter what I do I can’t lose weight.” 

Good. 
“My body’s fit and fantastic.” 

Bad. 
“Nothing I do ever works out just the way I 
want.” 

Good 
“Every day I achieve an amazing success.” 

Bad. 
“I have a lousy memory for names.” 

Good 
“My head is a marvellous memory machine” 

Bad 
“There’s always some month left at the end of 
the money.” 



[Note: Said as a joke which actually makes it a 
stronger suggestion.] 

Good. 
“Money comes easily and frequently.”

There are also some no-no and yes-yes words that 
weaken and strengthen your thinking and self 
suggestions in awesome ways.  

No-No’s.  

Wish . Might . Maybe . Try . But . Should . Don’t . 
Can’t . Hope . Could . Never . Hard 

And Yes-Yes’s  

Have . Do . When . Can . Will . Now . Easy 

Notice there’s a lot more No-No’s? So make more use of 
the Yes-Yes words. They will lead you to create phrases 
that will really work in suggestions, and avoid images 
and words that focus you on what you want to get rid of.  

Focus on the freedom you want and deserve.  



And remember; You can change your mind, and if you do 
that, you can change your life, and you can live happily 
ever after.  

I wish you a long and very happy life.  

With thanks and undying gratitude to humanity.  
Without you lot people like me would have nothing 
to do……….  

For the record: 
Jonathan Chase, CMH, CMNLP, (UK 1988) MMIT 
(USA 1989) MEGPSH 



Follow Me: 
JonathanChase.com 
Twitter: 
@JonathanChase 
Facebook 
facebook.com/JonathanChaseTheHypnotist 
LinkedIn: 
uk.linkedin.com/in/JonathanChase 

#SubSkills #SubconsciousSkills #SuccessSeekers 
Please feel free to use, teach, and properly quote any of the ideas 
in this handbook. However if you do, then think about “Feeding 
the source!” and give me a mention, review this on Amazon 
kindle, recommend me to others, or come along to one of the 
social links and say “Hi”…. ?  
Thank you JC:-) 



Contact Wendy at –
admin@makingconversationscount.com

Don’t forget to visit the website for more 
useful resources 

www.makingconversationscount.com

If you liked this resource, 
please let us know! 
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